


Ptave repudiated or ‘invalidated their witnessing) and 
“Warren Commission's blithe selectivity in taking those par 

of testimony it wanted to use, despite the witnessts hay 

id it was different—all these will plague history. —— 

“SLane made himself unpopular early in the case, but We 
4 _antipathy for Lane blind us tothe validity of his 

book, The citations which strike Hardest at our belief are) 

Pig the WCR itself. As to his own assumptions—that shots 

“were also fired irom behind the fence surrounding the knoll In’ 

front of the President's car, that Ruby, Tippit and Bernard 

Weismann met in Ruby's club Nov. 14, and the general assump, 

(tian that some conspiracy was at work, possibly involving: the, 

_=Dallas police—these are less likely to strike the chords ‘of 

recognition. (If there was a conspiracy, 1 feel it was after ther 

| ‘Assassination and was a conspiracy of the various agencies! to 

‘see to it that their own bungling-was concealed.) 

'S But the important thing is, these other theories were nevef** 

given a chance to be heard, and often they were put forth by. 

‘witnesses at least as reliable as those who assumed positions 

wanted by the commission. he 2 » — 

= No, the facts:on the assassination are like a series of peakgia) 

ticking out of the fog; the President was shot, officer 
(Piva lalled, Oswald was gunned dovn by Jacks Ruby. in betwee 
"Sis mist. Most of us believe (and I certainly do) that 0: 
jefited the assassination bullets, that Tippit was an. innocent=s 

victim, that Ruby moved through furious impulse. But what if 

at if there were facts that could change our views? AID) 
ideas need to be displayed, says Lane, and his book 
well, does it honestly and will persuade a number of reac 

“that the assassination sisyfar from being a closed chapter-of 
history, a lively’ sectit,- of our time: waiting to be wri 
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